
Whether you are an IT Administator, CxO or IT Manager, it is 
difficult to figure out how to secure your organization against 
emerging cyber threats. Even worse, you may be concerned if 
attacks in the media could affect you! Questions are easy, 
yet identifying the weakest chain in your network security is 
not staight foward. Replicating the same systems in lab 
environments is old school, not to mention costly! Security 
device logs do not help to identify missed security threats, as 
they can only identify known threats. 
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Measure How Secure You Are
Define, Assess, Quantify, Remediate

Weaponize Yourself to Identify Security Gaps

Advanced inteactive repoting

PICUS
SECURITY

Picus Security is the first and only solution that assesses your 
organization’s readiness against cyber threats by revealing 
undetected attacks in your security system. This vital 
information not only creates awareness about current 
prevention capabilities but also suppots remediation activities. 

Picus Assessment Software works harmlessly on your 
production systems, testing 1000+ real world samples of 
recent cybeattacks.

Instantly test whether your system is resilient for attack 
methods used in the latest cyber security incidents.

Picus assessments reveal both technology limitations and 
configuation problems of security devices (aka empty pat of 
the glass).

Available both over the cloud and on-premise deployment 
options, only within an hour Picus answers how secure you are 
measuring your system’s resiliency for attack methods used in 
latest cyber security incidents. 

Picus assessments are security vendor independent! You can 
run assessments over a single security device or a group of 
security devices.
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Get a Clear Picture of Your Security 
Now and in time with Continuous Assessment

Picus Security was founded in 2013 by a team of infosec expets with a 
strong tack record. Picus Security has offices in Turkey & the US, 
additionally it opeates in more than 10 countries through its 
Authorized Patners.

For more information please visit 
http://www.picussecurity.com/

About Picus

Picus Application Benefits

Üniversiteler Mah. İhsan Doğamacı Bul.
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info@picussecurity.com 

Contact Picus

2nd Floor, 625 Market Street, 
San Fancisco, CA 94105, USA

Assess your network security devices against real-world 
cyber-attacks in your production network.

Automate the verification of security controls continuously 
required by most major compliance and regulatoy bodies like 
NIST 800-53, ISO/IEC 27001 and PCI-DSS. 

Fine tune your security across all your security devices with the 
advanced, inteactive dashboard. 

Receive better ROI for your organization’s security investment.

Define remediation activities including both commercial & 
open-source security device signature IDs, CVE IDs and 
compensating control recommendations.

Confirm your company’s security level after software updates 
and policy changes.

Enable systematic evaluation of security products and sevices.

Measure the sevice level of Security Sevice Providers.

Continuous Cybersecurity Capability 
and Maturity Measurement

Enable Security Threat Readiness

Automated Security Change 
Verification

Security Opeations and SLA Validation

Measure and trend your organization’s 
security opeations success with 
continuous Picus assessments





With its unique approach, Picus’ automated 
security assessments will give you the power to:
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